Effects of hydrophobic and dipole-dipole interactions on the conformational transitions of a model polypeptide.
We studied the effects of hydrophobicity and dipole-dipole interactions between the nearest-neighbor amide planes on the secondary structures of a model polypeptide by calculating the free energy differences between different peptide structures. The free energy calculations were performed with low computational costs using the accelerated Monte Carlo simulation (umbrella sampling) method, with a bias-potential method used earlier in our accelerated molecular dynamics simulations. It was found that the hydrophobic interaction enhances the stability of alpha helices at both low and high temperatures but stabilizes beta structures only at high temperatures at which alpha helices are not stable. The nearest-neighbor dipole-dipole interaction stabilizes beta structures under all conditions, especially in the low temperature region where alpha helices are the stable structures. Our results indicate clearly that the dipole-dipole interaction between the nearest neighboring amide planes plays an important role in determining the peptide structures. Current research provides a more unified and quantitative picture for understanding the effects of different forms of interactions on polypeptide structures. In addition, the present model can be extended to describe DNA/RNA, polymer, copolymer, and other chain systems.